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Context

‣ Mesh generation useful for
‣ Finite element method
‣ Determines basis functions

‣ Graphics
‣ Tessellation of surface into polygons for 

rendering
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Mesh Quality

‣ Why is mesh quality important?
‣ Can impact solution of linear systems
‣ Angles too large can lead to errors
‣ Angles too small lead to ill-conditioned 

systems
‣ Tradeoffs regarding number of elements
‣ More elements for better accuracy
‣ Fewer elements for better speed
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Figure 1.2: Structured (left) and unstructured (right) meshes. The structured mesh has the same topology
as a square grid of triangles, although it is deformed enough that one might fail to notice its structure.

and a three-dimensional domain would have boundaries partitioned into polygonal (typically triangular)

elements.

Meshes can (usually) be categorized as structured or unstructured. Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of

each. Structured meshes exhibit a uniform topological structure that unstructured meshes lack. A functional

definition is that in a structured mesh, the indices of the neighbors of any node can be calculated using

simple addition, whereas an unstructured mesh necessitates the storage of a list of each node’s neighbors.

The generation of both structured and unstructured meshes can be surprisingly difficult, each posing

challenges of their own. This document considers only the task of generating unstructured meshes, and fur-

thermore considers only simplicial meshes, composed of triangles or tetrahedra. Meshes with quadrilateral,

hexahedral, or other non-simplicial elements are passed over, although they comprise an interesting field of

study in their own right.

1.2 Desirable Properties of Meshes and Mesh Generators

Unfortunately, discretizing one’s object of simulation is a more difficult problem than it appears at first

glance. A useful mesh satisfies constraints that sometimes seem almost contradictory. A mesh must conform

to the object or domain being modeled, and ideally should meet constraints on both the size and shape of its

elements.

Consider first the goal of correctly modeling the shape of a problem domain. Scientists and engineers

often wish to model objects or domains with complex shapes, and possibly with curved surfaces. Boundaries

may appear in the interior of a region as well as on its exterior surfaces. Exterior boundaries separate

meshed and unmeshed portions of space, and are found on the outer surface and in internal holes of a

mesh. Interior boundaries appear within meshed portions of space, and enforce the constraint that elements

may not pierce them. These boundaries are typically used to separate regions that have different physical

properties; for example, at the contact plane between two materials of different conductivities in a heat

propagation problem. An interior boundary is represented by a collection of edges (in two dimensions) or

faces (in three dimensions) of the mesh.

In practice, curved boundaries can often be approximated by piecewise linear boundaries, so theoret-

ical mesh generation algorithms are often based upon the idealized assumption that the input geometry is

Some diagrams taken from Jonathan Shewchuk’s lecture notes: http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~jrs/mesh/

Structured Mesh Unstructured Mesh
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‣ Advancing Front
‣ Starts at boundary of mesh
‣ Uses heuristics to “grow” mesh inwards

Different Types of Meshing

42 Jonathan Richard Shewchuk

Figure 2.42: Several stages in the progression of an advancing front algorithm.

method might generalize to three-dimensional facet recovery, I will demonstrate in Section 4.2.1 that this

generalization is possible and has some advantages over the next method I describe.

Another method, usually only used in three dimensions, can be applied to recover both missing segments

and missing facets. This method inserts a new vertex wherever a face of the triangulation intersects a missing

segment or an edge of the triangulation intersects a missing facet [72, 35, 73, 56]. The method is often

coupled with flips [31, 72], which are used to reduce the number of vertices that must be inserted. The

pessimistic results on constrained tetrahedralizations in Section 2.1.3 imply that, in three dimensions, flips

cannot always achieve boundary recovery on their own; in some cases, new vertices must inevitably be

inserted to fully recover a boundary.

Boundary recovery methods will be discussed further in Sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1, and 4.2.1.

2.2.2 Advancing Front Methods

Advancing front methods [45, 4, 37, 47] begin by dividing the boundaries of the mesh into edges (in two

dimensions) or triangular faces (in three). These discretized boundaries form the initial front. Triangles

or tetrahedra are generated one-by-one, starting from the boundary edges or faces and working toward the

center of the domain, as illustrated in Figure 2.42. The exposed inner faces of these elements collectively

form an advancing front.

Advancing front methods require a good deal of second-guessing, first to ensure that the initial division

of the boundaries is prudent, and second to ensure that when the advancing walls of elements collide at

the center of the mesh, they are merged together in a manner that does not compromise the quality of the

elements. A poor choice of element sizes may result in disaster, as when a front of small elements collides

with a front of large elements, making it impossible to fill the space between with nicely shaped elements.

These problems are sufficiently difficult that there are, to my knowledge, no provably good advancing front

algorithms. Advancing front methods typically create astonishingly good triangles or tetrahedra near the

boundaries of the mesh, but are less effective where fronts collide.

In three dimensions, generating the surface mesh may be a difficult problem itself. Ironically, the mesh

generator described by Marcum and Weatherill [46] uses a Delaunay-based mesh generator to create a

complete tetrahedralization, then throws away the tetrahedralization except for the surface mesh, which is

used to seed their advancing front algorithm.

Mavriplis [47] combines the Delaunay triangulation and advancing front methods. The combination

makes a good deal of sense, because a Delaunay triangulation in the interior of the mesh is a useful search

structure for determining how close different fronts are to each other. (Some researchers use background

grids for this task.) Conversely, the advancing front method may be used as a vertex placement method

for Delaunay meshing. A sensible strategy might be to abandon the advancing front shortly before fronts

collide, and use a different vertex placement strategy (such as inserting vertices at circumcenters or centroids

of poor quality elements) in the center of the mesh, where such strategies tend to be most effective.

From JS lecture notes
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Different Types of Meshing

‣ Quadtree based meshes
‣ Subdivide plane using quadtree structure
‣ Warp quadtree to match vertices
‣ Triangulate resulting grid44 Jonathan Richard Shewchuk

(a) (b)

Figure 2.44: (a) A quadtree. (b) A quadtree-based triangulation of a vertex set, with no angle smaller than
(courtesy Marshall Bern).

and a mesh was generated (adding a great many additional vertices) that accommodates the input vertices

and has no angle smaller than . Figure 3.7 (top) on Page 55 depicts a mesh of a polygon with holes.

The algorithm of Bern et al. works by constructing a quadtree that is dense enough to isolate each input

feature (vertex or segment) from other features. Next, the quadtree is warped to coincide with input vertices

and segments. (Warping changes the shape of the quadtree, but not its topology.) Finally, the squares are

triangulated.

Neugebauer and Diekmann [53] have improved the results of Bern et al., replacing the square quadtree

with a rhomboid quadtree so that the triangles of the final mesh tend to be nearly equilateral. Assuming

there are no small input angles, polygonal domains with polygonal holes and isolated interior points can be

triangulated with all angles between and .

Remarkably, provably good quadtree meshing has been extended to polyhedra of arbitrary dimen-

sionality. Mitchell and Vavasis [51, 52] have developed an algorithm based on octrees (and their higher-

dimensional brethren) that triangulates polyhedra, producing size-optimal meshes with guaranteed bounds

on element aspect ratios. The generalization to more than two dimensions is quite intricate, and the theoreti-

cal bounds on element quality are not strong enough to be entirely satisfying in practice. Figure 2.45 depicts

two meshes generated by Vavasis’ QMG mesh generator. The mesh at left is quite good, whereas the mesh

at right contains some tetrahedra of marginal quality, with many small angles visible on the surface.

In practice, the theoretically good mesh generation algorithms of Bern, Eppstein, and Gilbert [7] and

Mitchell and Vavasis [51] often create an undesirably large number of elements. Although both algorithms

are size-optimal, the constant hidden in the definition of size-optimality is large, and although both algo-

rithms rarely create as many elements as their theoretical worst-case bounds suggest, they typically create

too many nonetheless. In contrast, the Finite Octree mesh generator of Shephard and Georges [65] gener-

ates fewer tetrahedra, but offers no guarantee. Shephard and Georges eliminate poor elements, wherever

possible, through mesh smoothing, described below.

2.2.4 Smoothing and Topological Transformations

All the algorithms discussed thus far have the property that once they have decided to insert a vertex, the

vertex is rooted permanently in place. In this section, I discuss techniques that violate this permanence.

From JS lecture notes
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Delaunay Mesh Generation

‣ What is a Delaunay mesh?
‣ Tessellation of a surface 

given vertices
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Delaunay Mesh Generation

‣ What is a Delaunay mesh?
‣ Tessellation of a surface 

given vertices
‣ Satisfies the Delaunay 

property
‣ Circumcircle of any 

triangle does not 
contain another point 
in the mesh
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Why Delaunay Meshes?

‣ Provides specific guarantees
‣ “The Delaunay triangulation of a point set 

minimizes the maximum angle over all possible 
triangulations”
‣ Fewer skinny triangles

‣ Additional points can be inserted to meet certain 
quality constraints
‣ Angle constraints
‣ Triangle size constraints
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Delaunay Mesh Generation

‣ Want all triangles in mesh 
to meet quality constraints
‣ No angle < 30°

‣ Fix bad triangles through 
iterative refinement
‣ Add new vertices to 

mesh and retriangulate
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Mesh Refinement

‣ Choose “bad” triangle
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Mesh Refinement

‣ Choose “bad” triangle
‣ Add new vertex at center 

of circumcircle
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Mesh Refinement

‣ Choose “bad” triangle
‣ Add new vertex at center 

of circumcircle
‣ Gather all triangles that no 

longer satisfy Delaunay 
property into cavity
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Mesh Refinement

‣ Choose “bad” triangle
‣ Add new vertex at center 

of circumcircle
‣ Gather all triangles that no 

longer satisfy Delaunay 
property into cavity

‣ Re-triangulate affected 
region, including new point
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Mesh Refinement

‣ Choose “bad” triangle
‣ Add new vertex at center 

of circumcircle
‣ Gather all triangles that no 

longer satisfy Delaunay 
property into cavity

‣ Re-triangulate affected 
region, including new point

‣ Continue until all bad 
triangles processed
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Program

Mesh m = /* read in mesh */
WorkQueue wq;
wq.enqueue(mesh.badTriangles());

while (!wq.empty()) {
 Triangle t = wq.dequeue(); //choose bad triangle

 Cavity c = new Cavity(t); //determine new vertex
 c.expand();     //determine affected triangles
 c.retriangulate();   //re-triangulate region

 m.update(c);     //update mesh

 wq.enqueue(c.badTriangles());//add new bad triangles to queue
}
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Refinement Example

Original Mesh Refined Mesh
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Parallelization Opportunities

‣ Multiple bad triangles to be processed

‣ Algorithm inherently non-deterministic
‣ Order of processing irrelevant

‣ Effects of re-triangulation localized
‣ Update operations mostly independent

‣ Can process multiple triangles in parallel
‣ Triangles must be sufficiently far apart
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Parallelization Opportunities

‣ Estimated available 
parallelism for mesh of 1M 
triangles

‣ Actual ability to exploit 
parallelism dependent on 
scheduling of processing

‣ C. Antonopolous, X. Ding,  A. Chernikov, F. Blagojevic, D. 
Nikolopolous and N. Chrisochoides Multigrain parallel 
Delaunay Mesh generation, ICS05

one of the cavities in which the triangle participates can be retriangulated. The other cavities are canceled and are

re-expanded later.

We have experimentally evaluated the degree of medium granularity concurrency exposed by PCDM. More specif-

ically, we have applied PCDM on the key data set and created a mesh with 1 million triangles. We have performed

five experiments, attempting to concurrently expand 32, 64, 128, 256 or 512 cavities. These experiments simulate the

parallel execution with 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 threads respectively. In each experiment we recorded the number of

bad-quality triangles available throughout the execution. Moreover, we recorded the percentage of cavity expansions

that finished without conflicts. The product of the available bad-quality triangles and the percentage of successful

expansions at each time snapshot provides a statistical estimation of the available parallelism.

Available Concurrency
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Figure 4: Statistical estimation of the available parallelism throughout the execution life of a medium-grain PCDM,

when 32 to 512 processors are used. The lower and upper curves correspond to the minimum and maximum estimation

respectively.

The results are depicted in Figure 4. The upper and lower curves in the diagram correspond to the maximum

and minimum estimated degree of parallelism across all 5 experiments. Even in the worst case scenario, i.e. if we

consider the minimum estimation of the degree of parallelism and the maximum number of threads (512), medium-

grain PCDM exposes enough parallelism to efficiently exploit all 512 execution contexts. Throughout the execution

life of the application, the expected degree of parallelism is less than the number of threads only during the expansion

of the last 1000 cavities, namely when the mesh has already been refined enough to almost totally conform with the

qualitative criteria set by the user. Moreover, it should also be pointed out that – in the worst case scenario – an average

of 400 expandable cavities correspond to each thread. Considering an expansion time of 4 to 6 µsec per cavity, the

granularity of the available work chunks ranges between 1.6 and 2.4 msec.

The percentage of successful cavity expansions is highly dependent on the selection of the initial bad-quality

triangles. Bad-quality triangles which are closely situated in the 2D plane tend to be also close in the queue. However,

concurrently expanding the cavities of neighboring triangles often ends up in collisions, which result to a percentage of

canceled cavity expansions often higher than 30%. A simple strategy of randomly selecting triangles from the queue

though, significantly reduced the percentage of collisions in the range of 6% to 10%. We intend to evaluate even more

sophisticated strategies, which guarantee non-conflicting cavity expansions by limiting the minimum distance between

7
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Program

Mesh m = /* read in mesh */
WorkQueue wq;
wq.enqueue(mesh.badTriangles());

while (!wq.empty()) {
 Triangle t = wq.dequeue(); //choose bad triangle

 Cavity c = new Cavity(t); //determine new vertex
 c.expand();     //determine affected triangles
 c.retriangulate();   //re-triangulate region

 m.update(c);     //update mesh

 wq.enqueue(c.badTriangles());//add new bad triangles to queue
}
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Abstractions

‣ WorkSet abstraction
‣ Replaces queue of bad triangles
‣ Queue introduces loop carried dependence

‣ getAny operation
‣ Does not make ordering guarantees
‣ Removes dependence between iterations
‣ In the absence of interference, iterations can 

execute in parallel
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Abstractions

‣ Graph abstraction
‣ Mesh can be viewed as an undirected graph
‣ Nodes in Graph represent triangles in mesh
‣ Edges in Graph capture triangle adjacency

‣ Subgraph abstraction
‣ Collection of affected triangles is a Subgraph of 

overall Graph
‣ replaceSubgraph operation
‣ Updating mesh after re-triangulation is replacing 

one Subgraph with another
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Rewritten Program

Graph g = /* read in mesh */
WorkSet ws;
ws.add(g.badNodes());

while (!ws.empty()) {
 Node n = ws.getAny();    //choose bad node

 Subgraph s1 = expandCavity(n); //determine affected nodes
 Subgraph s2 = reTriangulate(s1); //re-triangulate region

 g.replaceSubgraph(s1, s2);  //update graph

 ws.add(s2.badNodes());   //add new bad nodes to set
}
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Automatic Parallelization

‣ Can now exploit “getAny” to parallelize loop
‣ Can try to expand cavities in parallel
‣ Expansions can still conflict

‣ How do we deal with this?
‣ Ideally, automatically
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Automatic Parallelization

‣ Most automatic parallelization focuses on “regular” 
data structures
‣ arrays, matrices

‣ Parallelization for irregular data structures much 
trickier
‣ Why?
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Automatic Parallelization

‣ Must ensure no dependences between parallel 
code
‣ Static detection of possible dependences
‣ If dependence exists, parallel execution not 

possible
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Automatic Parallelization

‣ Must ensure no dependences between parallel 
code
‣ Static detection of possible dependences
‣ If dependence exists, parallel execution not 

possible

‣ Analysis harder for irregular data structures
‣ Static determination of dependences intractable
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Optimistic Parallelization

‣ In practice, most cavities can be expanded in 
parallel safely
‣ No way to know this a priori
‣ Only guaranteed safe approach is serialization

‣ What if we perform parallelization without prior 
guarantee of safety?
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Optimistic Parallelization

‣ Expand cavities in parallel
‣ Perform run time checks to ensure that expansions 

do not conflict
‣ If check fails, roll back expansion process, try 

again
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Parallelization Issues

‣ Must ensure that run-time checks are efficient
‣ How to perform roll backs
‣ Would like to minimize conflicts
‣ Scheduling becomes important
‣ Number of available cavities for expansion 

exceeds computational resources
‣ Choose cavities to expand to minimize 

conflicts
‣ Empirical testing: ~30% of cavity expansions 

conflict
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Distributed Memory

‣ Elements of mesh now distributed among 
processors
‣ Accessing elements on different processors high 

latency
‣ Expanding cavity whose elements are on 

multiple processors is slow
‣ Want to hide latency

‣ Perform multiple expansions per processor.
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Summary

‣ Mesh generation is an important algorithm
‣ Delaunay mesh generation is a particularly useful 

variant of this algorithm
‣ Delaunay mesh generation intuitively parallelizable
‣ In practice (especially automatically) not so easy
‣ Must determine that loop can be parallelized
‣ Must ensure that cavities do not conflict

‣ Several challenges to effective parallelization
‣ Dynamic dependence checking
‣ Scheduling
‣ Distributed memory model


